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Let 9 C [WN be an open set with dist(x, 80) = O(l x I-“) for x E 9 and some 
1 > 0 satisfying an additional regularity condition. We give asymptotic estimates 
for the approximation numbers an of Sobolev jmbeddings I& : GDm(Q) -+ L,(Q) 
over these quasibounded domains Q. Here WDm(Q) denotes the Sobolev space 
obtained by completing Cam(Q) under the usual Sobolev norm. We prove 
where 
There are quasibounded domains of this type where y is the exact order of 
decay, in the case p < 4 under the additional assumption that either 
1 < p < Q Q 2 or 2 < p < 9 < CC. This generalizes the known results for 
bounded domains which correspond to I = co. Similar results are indicated 
for the Kolmogorov and Gelfand numbers of I:, . As an application we give 
the rate of growth of the eigenvalues of certain elliptic differential operators 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions in&(Q), where 0 is a quasibounded domain 
of the above type. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Sz be an open set in UP’ and Cm(Q)[COm(Q)] be the space of infinitely 
differentiable functions on Q [with compact support in Q]. Let m E N and 
1 < P < 03. BY wx,“(Q) [%?Y-Q)1 we denote the Sobolev space obtained by 
completing Cm(Q) [COm(Q)] under the norm 
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with the usual interpretation for p = co. We also introduce a seminorm on 
WPv% 
An open set 52 C RN is called quasibounded if and only if lim,,, supzERn T(X) = 0, 
where T(X) = dist(x, 8Q) and Q, :=ii)n{xEIWN:jlxIIm :=suplsisN/xiI >z} 
cf. [5]. 
We say that Q satisfies condition Ckz, with 1 E R+ and K E N, 1 < K < N, 
if there is a monotone non-increasing function d: Rf + lR+ fulfilling d(n) = 
O(n-r) for n - co and if there are constants c, 1z,, E Rf such that for any n > n,, 
and any cube H of side length d(n) intersecting 52, one has /JN-~(H, Q) 3 
~d(n)~-~, where pNek(H, 52) d enotes the maximum of the (N - k)-measure 
of P(H - Sz), taken over all projections P onto (N - k)-dimensional faces of H. 
Condition C,I implies quasiboundedness. Let Q C RN be an open set with 
(1) suPED* T(X) = O(n-Z), 
(2) there is m E N, 1 < m < N, and an m-dimensional cone C with 
vertex in 0, such that RN N Q contains with every x an m-dimensional cone 
C, with vertex x congruent to C. 
Then D fulfills condition Cb-, for m < N and C,l for m = N; cf. [lo]. 
Let X and Y be normed linear spaces and 9(X, Y) denote the continuous 
linear operators from X into Y and let T E 9(X, Y). The approximation 
numbers of T are defined for n E N by 
a,(T) := inf{li T - T, /I: rank T, < n}, G”) := II T/l. 
The Kolmogorov numbers of T are given by 
Pn( T) : = inf(sup{dist( Tx, L,): // x 11 < l}>, 
where the infimum is taken over all subspaces L, of Y with dimL, < n. The 
Gelfand numbers are given by 
m(T) := inf{!l T lM I/: codim M > n}. 
The an, t%, yn are examples of s-number sequences. For properties 
of these s-numbers we refer to Pietsch [13]. The approximation numbers, 
Kolmogorov numbers and Gelfand numbers of Sobolev imbeddings of type 
W,m(Q) + L,(Q) or IVD”(Q) --+ L,(Q) have been estimated asymptotically 
for n + co in the case of a bounded domain Q. See Ismagilov [8] for the known 
results and a bibliography. We refer further to [4, 141. For the approximation 
numbers, only in the case 1 < p < 2 < 4 < co the exact order of decay seems 
to be unknown. 
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We will generalize these results for imbeddings of type J@D”(52) -L,(Q) 
to quasibounded domains Q C RN. In general very little can be said about 
imbeddings W,m(sZ) + L,(D), since these imbeddings are mostly not even 
compact; cf. Adams and Fournier [2]. 
If 6, and E, are sequences of positive numbers, we write 6, 5 E, , if there is 
a constant c > 0 such that for all 12 E N: 6, < CE, . We use the notation 6, N E, 
for E, 5 6, and 6, 5 E, . 
Section 2 contains the results on the s-numbers of imbeddings of the above 
type, and Section 3 contains an application to elliptic differential operators. 
2. S-NUMBERS OF SOBOLEV IMBEDDINGS 
THEOREM 1. Let Q C W’ be an open set fulfilling condition C,l with 1 E IWf, 
kENand <k<N.Letl <p,q<cowithp>k.Then 
(a) If p 3 q and ml > N(l/q - l/p), the imbedding mD”(sZ) --+ L&Q) 
exists and 
(b) If p < q and m > N( l/p - l/q), the imbedding tip”(Q) ---f L*(Q) 
exists and 
(c) There are quasibounded domains Q C [WN satisfying condition C’,l such 
that 
in case (a) and 
in case (b), if additionally either 1 < p < q < 2 or 2 < p < q < 00. 
Remark. The case of a bounded domain is formally included for 1 = co, 
l/(1 + 1) being replaced by 1. In case (a), the expression (I+ I)-l(l/q - l/p) 
in the exponent is a compensation factor, since for unbounded domains and 
p 2 q no longer L,(Q) CL,(Q). In general, the approximation numbers tend 
slower to zero, if the “degree of unboundedness” l/l of !G’ increases, i.e. if 1 
gets smaller. The most interesting case for k is k = 1, if Q satisfies condition 
Cit, there is no restriction on p except p > I. 
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LEMMA 1. Let v E N and p > N. There is a constant c > 0 such that for any 
h > 0, any cube H of side h in RN and allf E Cm(H) which vanish in a neighborhood 
of a point y E H, 
Ilf IlLpLY) < ChY If Iw,vLw . 
This is Proposition 1 of [lo], the norm I/f I]w,VcH, there can be replaced by 
/ f lw9V(H) , as the proof shows. We need, further, Lemma 1 of Adams [l]: 
LEMMA 2. There is a constant c depending on p and N such that for any 
h > 0, any cube H of side h in RN, any set A C H with positive measure h(A) > 0 
and any f E Cm(H) 
We need a Poincare-type inequality. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let ~2 C RN be an open set ful$lling condition C’,l with 
functiond,l~R+,l<k<N.Letl<p,q<coandm~~withp>kand 
m > max(O, N(l/p - l/q)). Let H, denote any cube of side d(n) in RN with faces 
parallel to the coordinate axes intersecting .Q!, . Then there is n, E N and a constant 
c > 0 depending on Q, m, p and q such that for any n > n,, , any H, and any 
g E comv% 
II g IILJH,) < cd(4m+N(1’n-1’P) I g IW~WJ 
where g is assumed to be extended by zero outside of Q. 
(2.1) 
Proof of Proposition 1. (a) W e consider first the case p = q. For the sake 
of completeness we give the full argument, although similar proofs have been 
shown in [l, lo]. So let p = q, n 3 n, and H, be a cube of side d(n) with faces 
parallel to the axes such that H, n .Q, # 0. In the following, c, , c2 ,... are 
(positive) constants not depending on n, H, , d(n) and f E C,,m(Q). By assumption 
on Q, pN-k(Hn , Q) > cld(n)-“. Let P be the maximal projection referred to in 
the CL,-,-definition and E = P(li, - a). We may assume that the (N - k)- 
face F of H, containing E is parallel to the xle+r ,..., x,-axes. For x = (x’, x”) in 
E with x’ = (x1 ,..., x,), x” = (xlc+r ,..., xN) let H,* be the k-cube in which H, 
intersects the k-plane through x normal to F. Then there is y E H,v N Sz. For 
f E Cam(Q), f (., x”) E Cm(Hz.) vanishes in a (k-dimensional) neighborhood of 
yeH,-. By Lemma 1 there is ca > 0 independent of x” and v E N, 1 < I, < m 
such that 
U Ham If(x’,x”)l)rlJe’) < czd(n)YP (,F j’ I Wf(x’, ~“)lpdx’). a Y Hz- 
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Let H’ = {x’: x = (x’, x”) E H, for some x”). Integration over E yields 
Let A = H’ x E. Then h(A) = d(n)‘” . pNpk(Hn , Sz) and an m-fold application 
of Lemma 2 yields for every g E C,,m(Q), 
c 11 D% ~/L&4) + +)” /g bpm(Hn) 
I 
(2.3) 
[al=j 
We used here (d(n)N/h(A))l/p < cl -‘jr, < 00 m times. We apply (2.2) to each of 
the Dag’s in (2.3) with / v / = m - / 01 /, to find cs > 0 such that 
This is (2.1) forp = q. 
(b) Assume now p # q. Let Q = {XE RN: jj x jlm < l}. Since m > 
max(O, N(l/p - l/q)), the Sobolev imbedding WPm(Q) + L,(Q) exists and 
there is cs > 0 such that for all f E C=(Q), 
Ilf II L,(Q) G C6 llf Ilwpm(o) * (2.4) 
Let n > no and H, be as above, H, n Sz, # a. If y. is the midpoint of H, , 
Fg(x) = g(yO + d(n)%) defines a bijection F: Cm(Hn) -+ P(Q). We get by 
substitution and (2.4) 
/I g Ilr&) = Q%)~‘” iI& h,(Q) 
< ~~44~‘~ Ii@ lIw,~~o~ 
for anyg E Corn(Q) which is extended by zero outside of Sz. Again by substitution, 
II g llL,JH,, < Gi44N’1’*-1’p) ( 
1 w+ I,, I wdY)ip dy)l”. (2.5) 
lml<m 
Since also Dag E Corn(G)), we may apply the for p = q already known formula 
(2.1) to D$, for all a: with 1 01 I < m and for m - / 01 / instead of m to get from 
(2.5) 
s 112, I I g I I L&J < d4N’1’g-1’p) c ~(~)‘l~l+l4P I D6&Wl D dr ISl+lal=m H9l 
for any g E Com(sZ), any n > no and any H, , H, n i2, f 0. 1 
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LEMMA 3. Let Q = {.x E RN: 11 x jlcD < l}. Let P, denote t/z nth trigonometric 
projection, 
‘nf = kl,...f =-n(f,gdgk > f ELI(Q), g*(t) = e2nifi.t. 
N 
Assume 1 < p < q < co and m > N(l/p - l/q). Then there is c > 0 such 
that for any f E WDm(Q), 
llf - P?af I/L,(O) G Cn-(m+N(l’n-l’P)) llf lIW*TQ) . 
Proof. Since m > N(l/p - l/q), any f E Wvm(Q) is in L,(Q). Consider the 
operator F,: L,(Q) + L,(Q) of convolution with h, = CiI,,..,,CN=-, g, . By 
Young’s inequality, 
But 
IIF, II < II 4 IILJO) , l/s = 1 - l/p + l/q. 
11 h, Ilr,(o) = fj (( k,&k /IL (o 1) - nN(l’p-l’*), 
1 .Y * 
for the last estimate cf. Ismagilov [8]. Hence for any trigonometric polynomial fn 
of order < 11 in any variable, 
I/ fiz IILJQ) = II 4 *fn IlL,(Q, G C1~N(l’p-l’y) llfn lIL,(Q) (2.6) 
By Johnen [9] there is ca > 0 such that for any n E N and any f f Wpm(Q), 
II Pzn+lf - Ppf IlLJO) < 4w-” llf lIw,Yg) 9 
a Jackson-type inequality. This yields together with (2.6) 
il Pzn+f - Pznf l/q~o) < c3(2~)-cm+Nc1ia-1ip)) Ilf IIw~YQ) 
Since 1 < q < co, the partial sums P2,f converge to f in the&(Q)-norm for any 
MEL,; cf. Dunford-Schwartz [6, p. 3681. Hence 
and 
f - Ppf = f (Pp+1f - P2”f) 
j=n 
llf - Ppf IlLJO, G c3 f (W Ilf llw$Yc?) 
i=n 
= C4@n)--a llf lIwvyo) (2.7) 
with a: = m + N(l/q - l/p) > 0, using the geometric series. Lemma 3 follows 
immediately from (2.7). a 
580/29/I-6 
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We are now ready to give the 
Proof of Theorem 1. If SJ fulfills condition Ckz, the Sobolev imbeddings 
I: rvgy2) -+ L&-J) exist under the conditions stated in (a) and (b). This follows 
from Theorem 1 of [IO]. In the following, constants may depend onp, q, m and 
G, but not on n. 
d fin,” Let 4(n) := (2n)(N(r+1))-1 and Qn := {x E RN: ]I x lla < 4(n)}. We 
e 
Let I,, denote the Sobolev imbedding Wpm(Qn) --P L,(Qn). Then R, o I, o E,, = Jn 
and 11 En I] = 11 R, 11 = 1. By the properties of the approximation numbers 
(cf. [12, 13]), we have 
(2.8) 
We estimate both terms differently. Let Q = {x E RN: 11 x llDD < I} and define a 
bijectionF: Cm(QJ -+ Cm(Q) byFf (x) = f (+(n)x), f E P(Q,).Fcan be extended 
continuously to Wsm(Qn) and Lp(Q,) with 
and 
llf IIL&?J G 4WN’” II F#f IL,(O) 9 
as seen by substitution. If I,: WDm(Q) + L,(Q) is the Sobolev imbedding, we have 
&I,) < IIF: Wpm(Q,) -+ Wpm(Q>ll x +V > x IIF-l:L,(Q) -L,JQ,)ll 
< ~(n)nz+N(llq--lI1l)CYZn(I~). 
Estimates for the approximation numbers of I,, are known (cf. [4, 84): Ifp > 9, 
~,m(I,> ,( C1(2n)--m’N; 
hence 
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For p ,< q, q # CO it is an easy consequence of Lemma 3 that 
(Il,“(JJ < C2(2n)-(mlN+1/Q-llp), 
and for q = 00 this is also valid; cf. [14]. Hence 
Therefore the first term on the right side of (2.8) has the order of decay stated 
in (a) and (b) of Theorem 1. We show the same for the second term 11 I - J, jj. 
Let A, be the domain Qn+r N Q,, . Disregarding the boundaries of the cubes, 
A, n 52 C 52,(,, can be tesselated by C(n) disjoint cubes of side d($(n)), where 
Let Hi , i = l,..., 4(n), denote these cubes. Then for any g E Corn(G), extended 
by zero outside of s2, 
1/g 
* 
We may assume d(n) > n, , where n, is the value in Proposition 1. By Proposi- 
tion 1, there is cs independent of n and g such that 
( 
l(n) 
II g lILJ4,) G c3~(~(~))m+N’1’g-1’p) z1 Ig l4w,wf,) 
) 
1/q* (2.11) 
For p > q this is smaller than 
( 
*(?a) 
< c,d(~(n))“+N(l~“-‘~p’ 5 lg I~pwf~) 
1 
1/P 
< c,d(~(n))m+N’l’q-l’p) II g llW,mo2) 
< c4(2n)-cZ/cZ+l,,cm/N+l/~-l/~) II g Ilnp?) . (2.12) 
Since by Holder’s inequality for ti E C 
we get for p > q that the right side of (2.11) is smaller than 
< c3d(~(,))~+N~1/Q-1~p)~(~)1’q-1’p II g II W,m(Q) 
= c,d(#(n))Wn + l)N(l’Q-l’p) II g IlW,v-J) 
< 42”p II g lIW,Ys?), 
I 
y=l-tI N 
--(z++($-$)). (2.13) 
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Let c, = max(c, , c5). Equations (2.12) and (2.13) imply for anyg e Cam(J2), 
with 
(2.14) 
=&($+($-j-)) for p,<q. 
Hence j/ I - Jn /I < c,(2”)-s and by (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) 
CL&) < c(2”)-8. 
This shows (a) and (b) of Theorem 1. 
(2) We proceed to the proof of (c) of Theorem 1. For j E N let Q(j) = 
{x E RN: /j x /Im < 2j} and A(j) = Q(j -t 1) - Q(j). Let I E Rf. Since volume 
4) - 2jN, A(j) contains 4(j) disjoint open cubes Hij , i = l,..., #(j) of side 
3 Nu+r) (2j)-“, with $(j) >, ~~(2j)~/(2j)-~~ = c,(2) for some constant cr inde- 
pendent of j. Let 52(j) = uffi Hi9 be the union of these #( j) disjoint open cubes. 
Define Sz = UTzl J2( j). It is easy to see that Sz fulfills condition Ckz for any 
1 < k < N. We will show that 
/I as in (2.14), for those values of p and 4 stated in (c). Let Q = Q(0) and choose 
JE Corn(Q), f f 0 with lIJl!~p~,~) = y 1 llfllLq,to~ = MI , IIfllL,to) = M2 and 
]lfll,.,to, = M. Ifyij is the midpoint of Hij, 
defines a function fij E C,,m(Hii) with 
ii fij JIwDyHij) < (2j)mz--Nzlp, II fij IILP(Wij) = w-Ni’QfI (2.15) 
Extend each fij to Q by setting fij(x) = 0 for x E Q N Hij . We denote the 
#( j)-dimensional of ?V,-(J2) [,?+(G’)] spanned by the functions ( fii), i = 1,. . . ,4(j), 
by PjIVPm[PjL,J respectively. The spaces are isometric to Z;(j) [Z$j’], since 
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the supports of different fij’s are disjoint. We factor the identity map from Zg”’ 
to Z:(j) as 
p(d 
P ‘5 PjW,rn A b#yyq ALQ(sz) -5 P,L,- Q 
c’ /lb(d) ) 
where J1 and Jz are the obvious inclusions, I, is the map sending (Ai) E Z$“’ 
to Cfzi h,fii and where E is the projection given by 
Eg = GV”z~-2 2 (g, fiJ.fij , g 65 L,(Q)* 
i=l 
E is a projection because (fiIj ,fizi) = 0 for i1 # iz and (2j)NzM-2 = (fii ,fii)-l. 
Easy estimates using (2.15) show 
Further, II E II < MlMl/M2, since by (2.15) and Holder’s inequality for any 
.!? ’ LQ(Q), 
1 Cd 
II Eg Ilqn) < WNzM-2 1 I(g>fiJl lfij Il~,~sa) 
i=l 
Using the properties of the approximation numbers and the previous norm 
estimates, we get for any n E N 
a,(Id: Z$‘j’ ---f Z;(j)) < c2(2~)~z+N~(l~q-l~p,,II( J&‘p”(Q) -+ L,(Q)), 
c2 independent of n and j. Choose n = [#(j)/2]. Then (29 - nl/N(z+l) and 
~n(J@pm(~) + L,(G)) 3 cQn-(z~cz+l))(m/N+l/Q-l/P)Ol,(Z~ --f I?), (2.16) 
ca > 0 independent of n. For-p > q, an(e + I,““) = d/Q-l/P; cf. [13]. Therefore 
in this case 
which we wanted to show. Consider now p < q. The approximation numbers of 
diagonal maps from Zl to I2 are known; cf. [7, 131. Especially a,(Zp -+ I,““) = 
l/21/2. By duality also IX,($” + ZF) = 1/21/2. But for 1 < p < q < 2 
cx,(ZF - 1,““) > a,(Z,2n - I,““) = l/21/2 
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and for 2 < p < q < co 
Using (2.16) we get in these cases of p < q 
This ends the proof of Theorem 1. i 
The essential point in the last part, the lower estimate for the approximation 
numbers, was that Sz contained asymptotically a maximal number of small 
disjoint balls. More precisely, let Q satisfy condition Ckc and denote QR” = 
Q n {X E RN: 2” < 11 x Ilrn < 2n+l}. Let f(n) denote the maximal number of 
disjoint open cubes of side length (2n)- r contained in Qn. We call IR a full domain, 
if 
liF+rif f(n)(21L)-No+z) > 0. 
In this case, the same method as in the proof works and we have the asymptotic 
behavior as stated in (c) of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1 does not give the exact order of decay of the approximation 
numbers for 1 < p < 2 < q < CO, the same values of p and q for which the 
approximation numbers of imbeddings over bounded domains seem to be 
unknown too. 
CONJECTURE. If Q C RN is a quasibounded domain fulfilling condition C,Z 
andm>N(l/p-l/q)aswellasl,(p~2,<q~co,istheorderofdecay 
given by 
5 .-(l/(z+l,,(m/N+1/2-1/~) 
, l+b1, 
P 4 
with 2 being replaced by N for full domains ? 
If this could be shown for bounded domains (i.e., 1 = co, E/(1 + 1) replaced 
by l), it would also hold for C,z-quasibounded domains. The same proof as 
in Theorem 1 applies, with a slightly changed function 4(n) in part (1). 
The Kolmogorov and Gelfand numbers of a continuous linear operator Tare 
generally smaller than the approximation numbers. One has 
THEOREM 2. Let Q C RN be an open set fulfilling condition C,l with 1 E Rf, 
krsFUand1 <k<N.Letl <p,q<cowithp>k.Then 
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(a) For p 2 q and ml > N( l/q - l/p), 
t%(@D”(Q) -L&Q)) 
Y?a(@Prn(Q) - w?) I 
5 ~-cz/cz+l,,cmlN+l/zcl/p-l/~~~~ 
For full domains 5 may be replaced by N. 
(b) For p < q ad m > W/P - l/q), 
For full domains and 
1 <p <q <2 theorderisexactforfi,, 
2<p<q<~ theorderisexactfory,. 
The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 1 and is therefore omitted. 
CONJECTURE. For quasibounded domains fulfilling condition C,r, does one 
have 
l<p<q<2: y@gySZ) -L&-2)) 5 ?z--(J/(Z+l))(m/N); 
2<p<q<co: p,(l&“(Q) -+ L,(Q)) 2 n-(z/(z+l))(m/N), 
1 < p < 2 < q < co: &(ti~m(Q) -I&Q)) ,( n-(li(l+l))(mlN+t-1/P), 
1 < p < 2 < q < CO: &(W’,l”(sz) + L&Q)) 5 n-‘6 (~+l))(m/N+l/a-+) ? 
These orders would be optimal for a bounded domain (with l/(1 + 1) being 
replaced by l), as some easy lower estimates for &(lz + 1,2”) and m(lF + 1,““) 
resulting from known values for these numbers in sequence spaces show: cf. for 
these [7, 131. Again a proof of the conjecture in the case of a bounded domain 
would be sufficient to get the result for Ckz-quasibounded domains. A proof 
similar to that for Theorem 1 would apply, with a modified function $(n) in 
part 1 (a different “cut-off point” in the application of the Poincare-type in- 
equality is necessary). For full domains, the result would be optimal. 
3. APPLICATION 
Let Q be a quasibounded domain in RN fulfilling condition CIz for some 1 > 0. 
Let 
A(x, D) = c a,(x) Da 
ial<Zm 
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be a formally selfadjoint, uniformly strongly elliptic (cf. [3]) differential operator 
of order 2m with real coefficients uor E Cm(Q) that are uniformly continuous for 
/ 01 1 = 2m and measurable and uniformly bounded for 1 011 ,< 2m. Define 
T: LB(T) CL&Q) + L&2) 
bY 
and 
9(T) := I@z”(52) n {MEL@): A@, D)~EL,(Q)} 
Tf : = A@, D) f, f ES(T) 
(Dirichlet boundary conditions). 
THEOREM 3. T is a closed linear operator the spectrum of which consists of 
denuperably many eigenvalues. If they are ordered by increasing absolute value 
and counted according to their multiplicity, denoted by h,(T), we have 
1 h,(T)/ 2 n(z/(l+l))(2m/N). 
Moreover, ifs;! is a full domain ful$lling CI1, 
I WT/ - nu/(z+1))(2nz/N)~ 
Proof. The first statement was proved by Clark [5]. Using standard tech- 
niques of the theory of elliptic operators (cf. [3]) it was shown in [lo] that there 
is h E R N (0) and an injective, positive, compact, selfadjoint operator C: 
L,(Q) -L,(Q), which can be considered also as continuous linear map 6 
L,(Q) -+ m2m(Q) such that the following relation between the eigenvalues of T 
and C holds, 
I UC)1 = I@,(T) + 4/-1’2, nEN. (3.1) 
Further, Cam(Q) C g(T) C Im C. Since C is a selfadjoint operator in L,(Q), the 
approximation numbers of C are just given by 
cf. Pietsch [ll]. But C = 10 (?, where I: l%‘2m(sZ) -+L,(Q)) is the Sobolev 
imbedding. Hence by Theorem 1, p = 4 = 2, 
I MT) + h l-1’2 = I h,(C)1 = s(C) 
G II c II 4) 
Therefore 1 h,(T)1 2 n(z/(z+l))(am/N). It is an easy consequence of (4.3) and (4.11) 
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of [lo] that c: L,(Q) --f Im c C fizm(J?) is an isomorphism onto Im c. By the 
properties of the approximation numbers, 
a,(Id: C,,m(Q) + L,(Q)) < ol,(Id: Im f? + L,(Q)) 
< I/ C-l: Im C + Lz(Q)ji ol,(C: L,(Q) + L,(Q)) 
= 11 c-1 /I 1 h,(C)/ = /I c-1 I/ I h,(T) + A j-l/2 (3.2) 
where C,,m(Q) and Im C are equipped with the l$‘2m-norm. If J2 is a full domain 
fulfilling Cl”, 
ol,(Id: C,m(sZ) --f L,(Q)) 2 n-(2/(z+l))(nz/N). 
This follows exactly as in part (2) of the proof of Theorem 1. Hence by (3.2) 
/ h,(T)/ 5 n(z/(z+l))(WN). I 
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